
TEMPLATES OF DOOM 
A Learning Adventure on Computer Spreadsheets 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE 
) Copyright 1985, 1986,1987,1988 

by Peter Antoniak 

This program is protected under the 1976 Copyright Law of the United States, all rights 
reserved worldwide. Copying of this program is limited to backup copies to protect one's 
investment or to place on a hard disk. Copying for the purpose of teaching more than 
one student at a time is expressly forbidden. 

The Purpose of the Program 

The purpose of playing this program is to have some fun while improving your ability to 
use computer spreadsheets. The program presents you with puzzles that require the 
knowledge of spreadsheet command language and formulas to solve. Rather than being 
stepped through a tutorial, you are challenged to “discover" by trying different 
commands and formulas. If you get stuck, hints & helps are available, but at the price of 
penalty points. 

Getting Started 

We recommend that you first make a back-up copy of your disk or copy the contents of 
the disk to a sub directory on your hard disk. Templates of Doom is a series of 
interactive macro driven templates. To play the game, you must first start the 
Spreadsheet Program. If this is Lotus, you would type "Lotus" and press Return. Make 
sure Templates of Doom is in the Spreadsheet Program's default drive or directory, 
i.e., the place it looks when you ask it to retrieve a file. 

What is your spreadsheet level? 

If you think you know Computer Spreadsheets, don't like reading instructions, and just 
want to get started: Start the Spreadsheet program and retrieve the file "STARTPRG". 
It will take you from there. 

If you are a beginner or novice and have never seen a spreadsheet: Take or review the 
first section of the Spreadsheet's tutorial to learn how to move around the spreadsheet’, 
call up** and select from menus, back out of menus*** and retrieve files*** Also review 
these instructions. It will save you a lot of trouble. When youare ready, start the 
Spreadsheet Program and retrieve the file STARTPRG. Good luck. 

Practice Template 

To give you practice without costing you any points we have added a Practice Template 
at the beginning of the program. You will be asked by a menu selection at the start of the 
program if you want to try it. 

FINE Prins 

We guarantee this program will work. However, Our liability is limited to the cost of this program. If you iaugh so hard 
that you fall of your chair and break a rib, the best you'll get from us is what you paid for this program. So be careful and 
buckle up! 

By the breaking of the shrink wrap on this package, you agree that if you are hit by lighting and a metearite while playing this program, 
the movie rights to the last chapter of your life revert to us. Hey, you broke the shrink wrap not us!! 

‘The arrow keys. “*The */" key. ***The Esc key ‘*****/ File Retrieve Return"



What you must tell the Program 

The program needs to know one and maybe two things from you: 
* Your first name in order to name your scorecard. 
* The time in order to keep score. 

Your first mame: When prompter by the program, type in the first eight 
characters of you first or nick name, i.e., if your name is Robert, type in “Robert*. Your 
score card will be given a file name based on your first name, i.e, ROBERT. Remember 
to restart the game where you left off by starting the spreadsheet and retrieving 
"YOUR" score card, i.e. ROBERT and not STARTPRG. 

The time: The time it takes to complete each template along with penalty time for 
using HINTS/HELPS and guessing wrong answers will determine your score. Just as in 
golf, the lower the score, the better. If it doesn’t ask you for the time, don't worry. It may 
have been taken automatically from the operating system. However, If it does ask for the 
time, It will requests the time in decimal number format, i.e., HH.MM. If the time is 

6235, type 6.35 and press return. 

What you will see 

The game is composed of two types of templates: 
One Scorecard Template and many Adventure Templates. 

The Scorecard Template: 

* starts and stops the game and displays your score 
* controls the Adventure Template selection 
* has a menu that is always displayed & self explanatory 
* gets its file name from the player, i.e., ROBERT 
“is retrieved automatically after each Adventure Template 

The game has many Adventure Templates which: 

* are automatically called in and out by the scorecard 
* have two menus called "Hint/Help" and "Answer" 
* have file names like “_Hero*, “_Doom", etc. 
* are where you will be spending most of your time 

The Adventure Templates are retrieved by the the program but never saved. This allows 
you to experiment with them safely. 

Leaving Resetting and Restarting the Program. 

The best way to leave the program is via the FREEZE option in the SCORECARD 
menu. You can reset any Adventure Template while you are in it by pressing Alt-H to call 
up the Hint/Help menu and selecting (Startover). If you leave the game, restart by 
loading the spreadsheet program and retrieving YOUR named scorecard. If your 
name was Robert, it would be ROBERT. 

Penalty Time 

In order to make it both more interesting and fair, we have provided various levels of 
hints and helps. Each time you use a hint or help, however, Penalty time is added to your 
score. In addition, you are penalized for each wrong answer. 
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About Menus 

You interact with the program through menus. A menu is a list of selections. When a menu 
appears, move the cursor through the list using the arrow keys. As each item is 
highlighted, a description of the menu item will appear. Press RETURN on an item to 
select it. 

There is only ONE menu on the score card. It is always displayed and self explanatory. 

There are TWO menus on the Adventure Templates. They let you get hints or helps and 
pick the correct answer. They are not displayed and must be invoked. 

In order to invoke a Hint/Help, or Answer menu, you must press two keys at the same 
time, similar to pressing the SHIFT key when you want a capital letter. 

On Adventure Templates, use the Alt key with one of the following keys: 

To get the AnSwer Menu. press Alt-A. 
--It will list possible answers like: 
* The butler did it. 
* The maid did it, 
* Etc. ( To select, move the cursor and press RETURN) 

To get the Hint/Help Menu, press Alt-H. 
--It will list levels of help as follows: 
*Help1 A little hint. 
“Help 2 A big hint. 
“Help 3. Step me through the Help Screens. 
“Help 4 | give up; do it for me. 
* STARTOVER | think | blew it, please start over. 
“Exit Exit this help menu. 

Help 1, Help 2 and Exit are self-explanatory. 

Help 3 give you an explanation of what is going on and how to solve the puzzle. It also 
leads you through the Spreadsheet Program Help Screens or manual by pointing out the 
selections to make. An example might look like this: F-1:HlpIndx;:Rng;NamedRng;Esc 

It is instructing you to press F1 which gets you into the help screen. Move the cursor to 
highlight "Help Index" , press return. Do the same for “Range” and "Named Range”. Read 
what is on the screen. This will give you what you need to know to solve the puzzle. 

Help 4 shows you the answer by solving the puzzle for you. If you select Help 4, you may 
be given the option of turning on the STEP function or selecting a PAUSE Factor. (See 
STEP or PAUSE Function) 

The STEP or PAUSE Function 

The fourth choice (Help 4) on the Help/Hint Menu is “I give up, do it for me*. When you 
choose this, you will be given the OPTION of either turning on the STEP function or 
selecting a PAUSE Factor (1 to 10). (To STEP or PAUSE if a function of the brand of 
Spreadsheet you are using.) 

NOTE:THIS IS NOT NECESSARY for seeing the final answer. It just lets you see the 
commands that are used to uncover the solution to the puzzle. 

lf your brand Spreadsheet uses the STEP function, it will give you detailed instructions on 
how to use it when the time comes. Before you use it, however, make sure you know how 
to turn it off. (Usually the same way it is turned on.) 
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Disk Space 
The program uses the disk to transfer information between templates and keep score. 
Disk space is very limited. There is only enough room on a standard floppy disk for one 
scorecard at a time. If you get a "DISK FULL", check to see if you have more than one 
scorecard and erase as necessary. You might also consider transferring the program to 
a hard disk or making another copy from the original. 

The Program Area 

The MACRO CODE PROGRAM AREA contains the program code 
PLEASE DO NOT DISTURB THIS AREA 

If the Program isn't working right 

The Adventure Templates are not saved by the program, so you can use any command 
in trying to discover the answers to the puzzles. However, because the programming 
language is written on the spreadsheet itself, you might delete or erase part of the macro 
command language that runs the program. If things aren't working right, or you think you 
have distorted things to much to ever solve anything select STARTOVER from the 
Hint/Help menu. It will retrieve a clean copy of the Adventure Template, replacing the 
old. If that doesn't work, retrieve it or your named score card and replay the same 
Adventure Template again. 

lf funny things happen when you try to continue with the program, check for the STEP 
message, you might sill be in a program macro with the STEP function ON. Make sure that 
STEP is OFF and press RETURN to play the macro out. To stop a macro, press Ctrl- 
Break and then Esc. 

Phone Support 

If you are having problems understanding the program, 
PLEASE READ THE INSTRUCTIONS 

Remember, the templates themselves are like a crossword puzzle and are supposed to 
be challenging. If you discover a bug in our program, or the instructions are incorrect or 
misleading, call us for Free Phone Support. If you have problems with the Spreadsheet 
however, we request that you call the Spreadsheet Publisher directly. If you are 
interested in Spreadsheet Phone Consultation, that's our business. Our rates are $1.00 
a minute (MINIMUM 10 MINUTES) plus long distance costs if we have to call you back. 
We can bill on a VISA or MasterCard. We also provide highly qualified consultants and 
trainers world wide. Call us for more information. 

About the Author 

Pete Antoniak is president of a San Francisco based computer consulting company which 
specializes in Spreadsheet Applications. In addition to Templates of Doom, he has written 
three books on computer applications, has acted as an expert witness in Federal Court 
involving computer software law and consults internationally. 

He is a Naval Academy graduate, class of ‘67, has a Masters Degree in Engineering 
Management from Stanford University and is a Licensed Professional Engineer. He is 
also a Commander, (CEC) in the Naval Reserve. 

He is single and enjoys jogging, surfing, sailing, whitewater kayaking and hang gliding, the 
first four of which he does with his 12 year old son. 
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For the Instructor 

For the use of instructors, we have provided a listing of templates and what is covered 

by each. If you are using this program as a classroom supplement, you may want to use 

individual templates without playing the whole game. To do this, you must first decouple , 

them from the program. by doing the following: 

* Play the program through to the first Adventure Template. (This tells the program what 

Spreadsheet version you are using and creates a unique version of the file EEEEEEEE.) 

* Retrieve EEEEEEEE 
* Erase Cells C11 through C15 

* Save EEEEEEEE 

Any Adventure Template you retrieve now will not try to return to the score card. If you 

use these templates in a classroom, please give credit to the author. A word or two on 

how the students can buy the program would be even better. The following is a list of the 

Adventure Templates. 

  

TEMPLATE NAME WHAT IS COVERED 

_PRACT.WKS Moving around & Range Erase 

_HERO.WKS Moving around & Global Column-Width 

_WEAPON.WKS Column and Row Delete or Move 

_APPAREL.WKS Cell Label Characteristics 

_PET.WKS Range Label Prefixes 

_PLACE.WKS Range Names 

_VILLAIN.WKS Data Sorting 

_VWEAPON.WKS Graphs 

_VILPET.WKS Windows, Titles or Move 

_MAGUFFN.WKS Individual Column Widths 

_GIMMICK.WKS Graph Settings and Naming 

_GANG.WKS Setting Data-Query Criteria and Find 

_GIRL.WKS Data Fill, Data Distribution. 

_MESSAGE.WKS Using some standard formulas, Range Naming 

_FIGHT.WKS Using formulas in Data-Query Criteria 

_DOOM.WKS @IF, @LOOKUP, @SUM, copying, addressing 

_THE_END.WKS A multi-level review, including Printer Settings 

LOTUS & 1-2-3 are of Lotus Di 1p Company. pI of Doom & Advent. ip are of SOLAR SYSTEMS SOFTWARE. 

VP-Pianner is a vademark of PaperBack Software. The TWIN is a tademark of MOSAIC Software. Excel and MS DOS are trademarks of Merosoft Corporation. 

Apple and Macintosh are vademarks of Apple Computer C po . Atari is & of Atari Corp Amiga is & of C Computer 
  

Corporaton. CHEETOS is « trademark of Frito-Lay. 

Solar Systems Software 
8105 Shelter Creek 
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